Is your foot tired from hours of trying to replicate the opening to the new Tool album? If you answered "yes", the Rewind Reverse Effect Pedal with Pitch Shifter is a perfect addition to your pedalboard.

This pedal has two modes:

- "Reverse" Mode: "Fades in" every note that you play according to the selected level of "Attack", with the option to add "Warble", a subtle tremelo-like effect.

- "Rewind" Mode: Meant to imitate the sound of a VCR rewinding a tape. The player is able to modify the amount that the pitch is shifted and the rate of the "Stutter" (a less subtle tremelo effect). This function is activated as long as the corresponding footswitch is held down, and can be used in conjunction with "Reverse" Mode if desired.
A. Pitch - Shifts the pitch of the input signal up or down.

B. Stutter - A choppy, tremelo-like effect.

C. Attack - "Fades in" every note that you play according to the selected level.

D. Warble - a very subtle tremelo-like effect.

E. “Rewind” Effect - This effect is meant to imitate the sound of a VCR rewinding a tape.

F. “Reverse” Effect - This effect can make your input like it is being played in reverse.

G. Input - plug your instrument in here.

H. Output - goes to your amplifier or speaker.

I. Indicator Light - indicates if the pedal is on or off.